ost ethnomusicologists write about a bleak world devoid of desire and empty of erotics. Naturally there are notable exceptions, but we often emphasize nationalism and globalization, manifesting a deeply internalized need to prove our discipline is doing important work (i.e., just as important as anthropology) despite the double feminization of our fi eld. 1 We show how our teachers and friends-the musicians we spend so much time getting to know-negotiate a landscape shaped by those macroprocesses. When we write about our friends' and teachers' gendered lives, we tend to note this in a sentence that includes a list of many differences outlined with commas: she is a woman, an ethnic minority, from the working class, and from a certain religion. But the commas can't do the necessary critical work: we have trouble living up to the intersectional analyses we know we need.
observes, the problem is "the all-too-common tendency for historical work on gender to be short on sexuality and historical work on sexuality to be short on gender." 3 Yet as Robert Buffi ngton fl atly reminds us, "We literally cannot imagine our world or make sense of our place in it without referencing sexuality." 4 How, then, do ethnomusicologists say so little about sexuality? What are the implications of erasing, ignoring, refusing, and disarticulating erotics from the musics we study?
5 Why would we do so, and how did that become standard practice? Twenty years ago, writing on the cusp of the decade when historical musicologists turned to erotics, Fred Maus identifi ed the "terrible discretion that muffl es and closets sexuality" in music scholarship. 6 Sara Ahmed writes that "it is crucial to give problems their names," so I aim to name the absence in ethnomusicology. 7 An erotics is the place where the affective and the structural come together and where corporeal control is felt and made visible. Erotics are simultaneously material and immaterial. Corporeal control is experienced at the meeting point between a body and a social system, where it is "felt" tactilely through the fi ngertips and the skin and "felt" emotionally and spiritually. Erotics are where bodies meet bodies and where subjectivity comes home to roost in a body. Erotics are not only about women, sex, queer experience, or misogynist representation. Erotics are about all those things, as well as many other things we never seem to get to, especially heteronormative values. Erotics are central to our fi eldwork, wherever (or whenever) it takes place. 8 All musics rely on erotics, even those focused on spiritual ecstasy rather than corporeal sexuality or plea- 5 Kyra Gaunt takes it further and argues that we must "inhabit" the differences presented by music or "run the risk of erasing (de-racing or de-gendering)" the very experiences that drew us in the fi rst place ("'The Two O'clock Vibe': Embodying sure. Sexuality is one of many places erotics are learned and where erotics are understood as desire.
9
Feminist music scholars often listen to music with both pleasure and bifocal discomfort, knowing that our pleasure is at odds with our political beliefs. We listen to music with the utopian hope that the patriarchal politics of sexuality and erotics can be redirected, even if we can only partially imagine what that might look, sound, and feel like. This is a permanently suspended and anticipatory erotics of musical pleasures directed toward social equality and justice. Feminist scholars know that gendered inequality is deeply eroticized and that the objects of our research are shaped by erotic attachment.
10

Relativist Inattention
Ethnomusicologists ignore sexuality for many reasons and often argue that our interlocutors don't talk about it. Our deep commitment to cultural relativism is a fi rewall that often prevents any engagement with work on sexuality from other disciplines, especially the powerful scholarship in musicology. Sexuality studies have focused on the West, sometimes quite narrowly, and ethnomusicologists are of course quite attuned to this.
11 Ethnomusicologists quickly get stuck on whether the basic musicological handles for erotics and gender are Western-centric, and the conversation stops there.
12 Ethnography can teach us a lot about erotics, regardless of our location (e.g., native ethnomusicologist, empathetic interloper, etc.), but it can't do all possible critical work any more than any other method.
Ethnomusicologists are uniquely positioned to address two matters if we are willing to think beyond cultural relativism. 13 First, postcolonial subjectivity is particularly audible in music, and its workings are often articulated through erotics (whether defi ned, generated, or refused). Music-objects bearing erot-9 A few ethnomusicologists have focused on the relationship between music and sexual praxis, for example, Mu Yang, who coined the acronym ema for "erotic musical activity" ("Erotic Musical Activity in Multiethnic China," Ethnomusicology: Journal of the Society for Ethnomusicology 42, no. 2 [1998]: 199-264). In my conversations with North American ethnomusicologists about these matters, my colleagues have consistently regarded erotics as equivalent to sexual practices, that is, strictly as a matter of intimate encounters between bodies rather than as cultural systems. That the entire social system is present in an individual body and that the personal is political are generally understood by the ethnomusicologists I know unless sexuality is the focus. The most basic critical frameworks of feminist approaches are thus looked at askance by many ethnomusicologists. As Susan McClary wryly observed, "I should have anticipated . . . that the attention of the discipline would fi xate on the scandals of gender and sexuality themselves" ( ic traces slip around in time and space. The extended postcolonial historicalmoment-without-end defi nes much of the world. Music moves through awarenesses and subjectivities shaped by postcoloniality and can do unexpected work along the way. Second, music is a key sphere where normativities are asserted and maintained.
14 Cross-culturally, normative erotics are virtually always heterosexist, 15 but ethnomusicologists tend to focus on extraordinary exceptions and absences rather than the powerful work of music in sustaining heterosexist regimes; since the 1990s, like other humanists, we have mostly focused on the sounds of minoritarian resistance. Our work on gender is thus mostly about women rather than heterosexist relationships, and our (limited) work on sexuality is mostly about queerness rather than heteronormativity.
16 Our longstanding disciplinary focus on nationalism already puts us in a good position to consider postcolonial erotics. In critiquing heteronormativity, we not only would address one of music's most powerful siren songs but at the same time could queer ethnomusicology in critically useful ways.
17
Ethnomusicologists tend to emphasize the individual, whether individual experience or the contributions of individuals. 18 We have good ethnographic methods for getting at the individual's ability to think, feel, and act and are thus less apt to address the affective sweep of music. However, the precise mechanisms through which the individual absorbs structural paradigms and then affects them in turn are less addressed. I turn now to why late colonial sexuality is so seductively accessible through music.
Global Puritanism
Ethnomusicologists don't write about sex, sexuality, erotics, or desire because in some (or even many) musical traditions, musicians generally don't explicitly talk about such matters. The deep ways colonialism changed, enforced, coerced, 14 I happily note that while I was writing this essay, a cfp appeared for Queering the Field: Sounding Out Ethnomusicology, ed. Gregory Barz and William Cheng.
15 Obviously, gender and sexuality are culturally contingent and defi ned in profoundly different ways across different cultures. Drawing from the work of Sara Ahmed, Saskia Wieringa and Horacio Federico Sívori write that sexuality is always "a biopolitical project" focused on "the creation of nor- 17 As Robyn Wiegman puts it, heteronormativity is "the central political term for a distinctly queer approach to the study of sexuality" (Object Lessons, 303).
and legislated new kinds of bodies and new sexualities is well researched.
19
Anne McClintock's work linking imperial desire and conquest has had sweeping critical effects. 20 Colonialism reached straight into the subjectivity of the colonized, as most famously argued by Frantz Fanon and Homi Bhabha. 21 Foucault showed how sexuality was an ideological invention of the late nineteenth century, followed by sweeping regimes of repressive control and prudishness that crossed East-West and North-South spheres. 22 Ideas about sexuality are always culturally specifi c and in circulation across geospatial boundaries, and the long reach of colonialism means that erotic ideologies move between cultures in ways both powerfully disturbing and sometimes liberatory. 23 As Joshua Pilzer writes, "Wars, confl icts, and colonial encounters are gendered activities and . . . genders and sexualities can be militarized." 24 Our teachers and interlocutors are thus silent about sex, sexuality, sexual orientation, and musical sexiness for real historical reasons, but silence does not signal absence. Ethnomusicologists must activate different modes of listening in order to hear the erotics of empire. Purnima Mankekar and Louisa Schein listen to silence. They write, "The forms of erotics that we seek to understand are rarely straightforwardly accessed through interviews and are, for the most part, inimical to direct observation." 25 Ideas about both non/normative sexualities changed profoundly through colonial contact, and late capitalist mediascapes ensure these erotics remain unstable. Some scholars search for indigenous erotics. The tendency of neocolonial elites to adopt Western sex practices and attitudes points to interconstitutive relationships between class, gender, race, and nation. 26 The violence of legislating homosexuality as un-African is well documented. 27 Imperial desire is not only somewhere else or sometime else. Mark Rifkin asks, "When did Indians become straight?," linking sexology and North American settler imperialism. 28 Asian American studies scholars have shown how US imperial relationships are reproduced in racialized desire, but they also actively imagine a countererotics that acknowledges history while rewriting it. 29 Sheena Maholtra and Aimee Carrillo Rowe dwell on the dialogical connections between sound and silence and offer a feminist refusal of simple binaries between voice/silence and power/powerlessness, going to "the edges of sound" in order to hear the Western-centric assumptions connecting voice and agency. 30 
Listening to Erotics
What might this kind of ethnographic interpretation look and sound like? 31 I am sitting in an art center on the fi rst day of the Guelph Jazz Festival listening to a solo free improvisation by Dutch cellist Ernst Reijseger. He is astounding: his technical chops are fl awless; he has a stunning ability to fl ip between rhetorical gestures; and he is fully in control of his own narrative moves in the ways sounded only by the most experienced improvisers. For the fi rst half hour, he simply sits and plays, sometimes plucking, sometimes bowing, often using extended techniques; it's all about "the music." As his set goes on, though, he draws more and more on theatrical fl ourishes. First he begins to use facial expressions while playing-he grins, he grimaces, he looks rapturous. Then he stands and begins to walk around the room while playing. He walks off stage into an adjoining room, still playing, and suddenly screams, making the audience jump and then laugh. He comes back into the room-still playing-and wanders through the tight aisles of the full house. About eighty audience members are packed tightly together on folding chairs, and I think we're all waiting for him to accidentally stab someone with his bow. He fi nds one of the few empty folding chairs in the room, stops, puts his left foot on the seat, props the cello horizontally on his knee, and starts playing it like a guitar. Suddenly he reaches out and grabs the hand of the young woman sitting in the next seat. Clearly startled, she laughs but doesn't resist. He takes her hand and starts rhythmically strumming the cello strings with her fi ngers while pushing out the chord changes with his left hand on the cello neck. It feels like a cowboy ballad. He smiles down at her in a goofy romantic way. Her hand is his hand, they are hand in hand, she is playing him, or perhaps it's the other way around. He lets go of her hand, and she starts to draw back, but he shakes his head vigorously-she's supposed to keep strumming. He's Harpo Marx, wordless but not silent, crazily sweet but also a little weird, a little scary, because you know he might do something inappropriate like throw his leg over you. He's a guy sweet on a girl; he's a guy in control of a girl; he's a guy relying on a girl to let him control her. Or are these gendered and eroticized terms simply built into the music? Communicating through smiles and nods, he leads her into a ritardando, then a cadence, and the piece ends. The audience bursts into pleased laughter and applause. He doesn't bow or acknowledge it: he smiles at her and then works his way back up to the front of the room, still in character but not the same character.
Was Reijseger aware of the complicated narratives he improvised through and with the hand of the young woman? I think so, but I'm not sure. This funny, beautiful, masterful, heteronormative improvisation moved, amused, and dismayed me because I have internalized the terms for spectating.
32
A Manifesto I want to make erotics audible. Mary Ann Caws writes that "the manifesto is by nature a loud genre, unlike the essay. . . . Immediate and urgent, it never mumbles, is always in overdose and overdrive." 33 A feminist manifesto is thus my remedy to disciplinary baggage; I now switch gears and genres, all at once, to shake loose my habits and step away from the would-be subtlety of the essay. How can I convince ethnomusicologists to regard erotics as important? I shout:
subordination, but we put the asymmetries of gendered erotics into a footnote when we foreground and overfocus on race and class. 4. Abolish. Musicked erotics are a key means for taking the body to a place it hasn't yet arrived. The abolitionist gesture of arguing for a future where the structures have already been changed is a poetic necessity. Music is a primary site for abolitional politics, but ethnomusicologists tend to write about music as if it were merely hopeful and inspirational. 5. Transect. Intersectionality isn't the arrival point but is where we must begin. 35 Erotics are most certainly heard and felt from the fi rst few seconds of the pop song, the string quartet, the kirtan, and the corrido.
Suzanne Cusick gently points out "the stark contradiction between feminism's inherent commitment to political action on behalf of gender equality and ethnomusicology's equally inherent commitment to the dispassionate understanding of music's importance in human lives."
36 Since the 1990s, many ethnomusicologists have turned away from the objective and sometimes aloof methodologies that tacitly gave us permission to ignore sexuality and erotics. My manifesto is a way to try to do better by engaging with Cusick's mild critique. It's high time to lose the dispassion, to address the master narrative as well as the oppositional margins, and to admit that what we hear is sometimes beautiful and sometimes not.
